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With the growth of information technology and globalization, the change of 
product trends has reached an unprecedented level. The competitions become much 
tougher. Not only vendors (suppliers) are facing the market pressure; buyers (retailers) 
have to deal with the same kind of stress as well. Many buyers chose to use price 
negotiation or switch vendors to ease their market pressure, however, as to vendors, if 
the room for price reduction has already gone to a limitation during the certain period, 
how to cope with buyers’ price demand and to avoid losing customers? At the same 
time, in some developed countries, especially through the efforts of big corporations 
like Wal-Mart or Carrefour, there is a market trend that buyers (retailers) tend to work 
only with a few selected vendors to develop a partnering relationship, and through the 
share of market information and mutual product development, they expect to receive a 
better customized service. 
This thesis first uses theoretical analysis, showing the theory sources for 
partnering relationship and its consequent phenomenon – switching cost and lock-in 
effect; then through the introduction of G porcelain Group Corporation and its 
management data, analyzed the practical operation of partnering relationship, 
switching cost and lock-in effects in China’s porcelain arts&crafts industry. 
This thesis is divided into 3 chapters. 
The first chapter mainly covers a theoretical discussion; the second chapter 
makes a brief introduction of the industrial background and the initial reactions taken 
by G Porcelain Group; the third chapter focuses on the detail explanation of the 
reforms within G Porcelain Group, and also provides author’s conclusion and 
recommendation for G Porcelain Group’s reform. 
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